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Atomtronics : What is it?
Atomtronics is a new science that aims to create circuits, devices 
and quantum materials using ultracold atoms instead of electrons. 
It is a new field, with no significant experiments yet.
Only a handful of theoretical papers have been published so far:

Dana Anderson and Murray Holland  et al (JILA) [3 papers]
PRA 75 013608 (2007),  PRA 75 023615 (2007), PRL 103, 14045 (2009)

Charles Clark et al (NIST, Gaithersburg) [1 paper]
PRL 101, 265302 (2008)

Peter Zoller et al [~2 papers]
PRL 93, 140408 (2004) PRA 72, 043618 (2005) 

A Ruschhaupt and J. G. Muga [~2 papers]
PRA 061604(R) (2004), J.Phys. B L133 (2006)

Kunal K. Das and Seth Aubin PRL 103, 123007 (2009)
Kunal K. Das  PRA 84, 031601(R) (2011)
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Atomtronics Devices 
The focus of almost all papers on atomtronics has been on creating 
electronic devices like diodes and transistors

R. A. Pepino, J. Cooper, D. Z. Anderson, and M. J. Holland, PRL 103, 14045 (2009)



Atomtronics: What is it really good for?

An article on the website Next Big Future, that tracks “high 
impact progress to the technology future” comments:

“Atoms are sluggish compared to electrons, and that means that 
you probably won’t see atomtronics replace current electronic 
devices. What atomtronics might be useful for is the field of 
quantum information.”

“…atomtronic systems provide a nice test of fundamental 
concepts in condensed matter physics.”



Atomtronics tests for
Mesoscopic Condensed Matter Physics

Mesoscopic physics is the physics of nanotechnolgy

Meso means intermediate: between macroscopic (larger than a micron) and 
microscopic (individual atoms and molecules)

Trapped ultracold atoms share much in common with electrons and holes 
in nanostructures. 

Both are quantum systems wherein individual particles are manipulated 
and confined by quantum potentials.

Optical lattices can even simulate the periodicity of crystalline structures



Mesoscopic Transport:
Cold Atomics vs. Electronics 

In Solid state devices, transport of charge and spin is of central importance

In the physics of ultracold atoms, transport has not been a topic of similar 
interest, the focus has been more on:

Creation of the degenerate states
Quantum Optical and Collective effects

However, with atom traps on microchips, the study of transport properties 
could  be simulated with numerous advantages:

Much better controlled and tunable parameters
Both Fermions and Bosons
Study effects of varying interaction on transport
Study phenomena difficult to implement with electrons in solid state



Brief Review of Mesoscopic Transport



conductivity

Current in Bulk Conductors
In Bulk conductors, Current (I) and Voltage (V) can have a linear relation
given by Ohm’s law

Ohm’s law is a consequence of 
averaging over many collisions

This works if the  conductor is large enough to have statistically many 
collisions to define stable and unambiguous averages 
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If conductor size is less than the mean free path electrons can be taken 
to move ballistically, that is without scattering

Quantum mechanical effects become relevant
- Discrete nature of physical quantities become evident
- Phase coherence becomes important 

Transport in nano-structures

GaAs: mean free path ~ 10-6 m=1 micron

conductor
Mean Free Path

Plane wave: eikx 

nanometer= 10-9 m

phase
ħk → momentum

Changed by collisions



Quantized levels

One Dimensional (1D) Systems
A physical system is 1D if it is strongly confined    

along  two directions

In nanostructures at low temperatures it means 
that there are discrete  energy levels in the 
restricted transverse directions.  

Each transverse level (n) is called a channel

The total energy of a particle is
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A quantum dot is 0D, it is confined in all 3 directions



Ballistic transport 

contactcontact Lead 1 Lead 2
No scattering No scattering

Coherence retained

Electron reservoir Electron reservoir

Coherence lost Coherence lost

Few modes in leads
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Scattering approach to current

Net current density at each energy is

Total current density is got by integrating over all available energies

which then simplifies to 
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Atomtronics Transport
The Wavepacket Advantage

Part - II
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1D wire

Isopotentials
at1D section

With ultracold fermions, 
nanoscale electronics can be 
literally implemented with:

• electrons/holes → atoms
• magneto/optical 

waveguides → nanowires
• reservoirs → contacts
• scatter → focused laser

Transport studies with Ultracold Atoms:
Direct Imitation with Fermions

Kunal K. Das and Seth Aubin PRL 103, 123007 (2009)

contactcontact nanowirescatterernanowire



Feasibility estimates
Bosons (87Rb)

104 bosons in the transverse ground state in the 1D segment
With peak density of ~7× 10 15 atoms/cm3

Chemical potential ~ 6.5 × 10-30 J = 0.47 μK
Reservoirs have 106 atoms:  two orders of magnitude more atoms than 
in 1D section 

Fermions (40K trap frequencies higher than for 87Rb by √(87/40))
1000 atoms in the ground state in the 1D segment
With multiple channels, density can be increased 
50 times more atoms in the reservoirs

Recently an experiment similar in concept was done by the group of T. Esslinger
Science 337, 6098 (2012)
Conduction of Ultracold Fermions Through a Mesoscopic Channel



Detection
To find current, we need to obtain the velocity distribution

Bragg-Raman spectroscopy  to map out the velocity distribution:
(velocity sensitive Bragg spectroscopy) +   
(change hyperfine state)

Conduct state selective detection with a cycling transition and high 
efficiency imaging only of the atoms in specific velocity range

Pulse lengths of the order of 200-300 microsec, can access 
characteristic velocities of bosons and fermions,  2 to 10 millimeter 
per sec can be grouped into10 to 20 velocity bins
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But, why imitate when
we can do better ….

With ultracold atoms, several things can be done differently and better 
than just imitating electronics and condensed matter physics:

Both bosons and fermions as carriers

Control the interaction: Zero, stronger or weaker; repulsive/attractive

Selectively impose or remove coherence 

Put in and easily vary both spatial and temporal periodicity

Directly examine the momentum/energy distribution

Probe the transition from quantum to classical behavior



Wavepackets:  The Natural way to study 
transport with atoms

In mesoscopic transport, since the current is the primary item of interest, 
electrons are assumed to be in extended momentum states, the exact 
position of individual electrons is not typically important

In atomic physics, states are localized at inception and currents  are not as 
naturally occurring as with charged particles

We propose using Bragg-kicked wavepackets to bridge this difference 

Most importantly, this allows the study of transport at single mode level 
not possible with electronic systems.



Mesoscopic Transport with Localized States 
Mode by Mode with Bosons 

BECs by default are at zero momentum, unlike fermions even at degeneracy
To examine transport with bosons similarly to fermions, the BECs should 
also have non-zero momentum
We can achieve that as follows:

Confine the BEC in an axial trap initially
Apply a Bragg pulse and simultaneously turn off the axial trap
Ideally, the BEC will be in a 50-50 superposition of +k and –k momentum 
states (in analogy with plane waves)
The momentum distribution gives the current



Even Fermions can be Simulated
Replacing the integral by a discrete sum over modes gives an excellent way 
to do numerical simulation of Fermionic transport

This provides an alternate way to do fermionic transport experiments:

Just repeat single mode experiment at uniformly spaced k-values and do the sum

Since the Bragg splitting dominates, in principle this can be done with BOTH  
BEC and DFG (degenerate Fermi Gas)
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Its works very well

Compare the current for a ‘snowplow’ 
quantum pump with analytical results 
for the current profiles for BOTH 
Fermionic (multimode) and Bosonic (single-mode)



… Even with Noise



Coherence + Nonlinearity
to create

More Sensitive Interferometer

Part - III



Coherence or No Coherence
A fundamental assumption of mesoscopic electronic transport is that

With atomic wavepackets, we can  choose 
to have coherence present or absent simply 
by running left and right going wavepackets
simultaneously or separately

contactcontact scatterer

There is no coherence between left and right going carriers



The ‘quantum-ness’ of transport processes

One of the key distinguishing features of quantum behavior is the 
presence and survival of phase coherence.
By choosing to have coherence or not between left and right incident 
‘particles’ at the single mode level, we can classify transport processes 
based on how relevant coherence is.

Examples: Consider two time-varying transport processes that are 
called quantum pumps, that generate current with no bias (voltage) 

snowplow turnstile



Coherence irrelevant for 
Snowplow Quantum Pump

For the snowplow quantum pump 
there is absolutely NO difference 
in the single-mode current profile
whether the left and right going packets
are incident together or separately

Plotted:
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Coherence relevant for 
Turnstile Quantum Pump

For turnstile quantum pumps 
there is a noticeable difference
in the particle transport profile
depending on whether or not 
left and right going packets are 
coherent with each other.



Net Transport 
with NO bias and NO time-variation

Of course there should be no transport if there is no bias (potential 
gradient) and no time variation. That would be a ‘free lunch’! 

The entire theory of mesoscopic transport, for example the Landauer-
Buttiker scattering formalism is based upon this.

But with quantum coherence, there actually can be net transport with 
NO bias and NO time-dependence.



What happens
If the packets are incident separately (incoherently) net transport is zero as 
expected

But if they are incident simultaneously (coherently) ALL of the scattered 
wavepacket can move in the SAME direction, if the barrier is shifted 



How does this happen?

Consider the scattering matrix elements

If the barrier is shifted by ‘d’, the reflection 
coefficients pick up an extra phase difference, 
because the  one of the packets have to move 
an additional distance of ‘2d’

So when the left and right incident packets propagate coherently the 
interference leads to an imbalance in the population density 



Sinusoidal behavior 

The wavepacket results agree exactly with the analytical plane-wave results.  
They are reproducible with Gaussian profile barrier (as in laser barriers)

P= Net probability of right going scattered fraction
(minus) Net probability of left going scattered fraction

d



Thermodynamic Considerations

Well there is no free lunch, we cannot sustain a current with no work

First of all of course work is done in applying the Bragg splitting

But more importantly if a π/2 phase shift introduced between left and 
right going packets corresponding to an orthogonal state of sin(kx) as 
opposed to cos(kx), then the imbalance changes sign

So in a thermodynamic ensemble, the net flow would vanish



Nonlinearity makes a Huge difference

K.K. Das, Phys. Rev. A 84 031601(R)  (2011)

P= Net probability of right going scattered fraction
(minus) Net probability of left going scattered fraction

Sawtooth
Pattern

Pattern reflects for change 
of sign of nonlinearity



Interferometric Implications

The phenomenon is similar to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, but the 
configuration is simpler and more robust
Typical interferometer has three steps:

Splitting
Phase shift
Recombination

In this ‘transport-interferometer’ all the steps are combined

If the barrier (laser) is connected to a sensor, this can serve as a  
robust interferometer which will require simply measuring 
imbalance in momentum distribution.
We are currently developing plans Force sensors and rotation sensors 
based on this interferometric effect



Circular Geometry
We consider the implications of such nonlinearity in circular geometry, 
but with  some differences :
Consider a one-dimensional lattice in a torus

M. Kolař , T. Opatrný ,K.K. Das, arXiv:1304.6169 (2013) [in review]
Boosting the Rotational Sensitivity of Matter-wave Interferometry with Nonlinearity

http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.6169


BEC in the circular lattice
Consider a BEC in such a trap, described by a 1D Gross-Pitaevskii equation

We allow for a constant rotation by assuming a form: U(x , t)=U(x - Ω t)

Changing to the rotating frame, by 

where 



Two-mode equations

Using the two mode ansatz
in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, we get two coupled equations 

Here we have scaled the variables to be dimensionless



Linear case:  γ=0
There are exact solutions in the linear case case:

Population oscillates

With NO rotation ɷ=0
if we start with all the 
population in state +l, so
that a(0)=1 and b(0)=0
the time for complete 

f i h



Incomplete swap due to rotation

If we fix the swap time, but now introduce rotation there is 
incomplete swap 
The population |a(τs)|2 at swap time is the observable and measure of 
rotation



Non-Linear case:  γ ≠ 0

With nonlinearity there is a sharp variation of the population in 
a certain regime, which can be chosen to be close to ɷ=0

2 orders of magnitude increase in sensitivity 



Time-varying potentials 
- Transition from Quantum to Classical 

dynamics 
- Semiclassical analysis

Part - IV

Tommy A. Byrd, M. K. Ivory, A. J. Pyle, S. Aubin, K. A. Mitchell, J. B. Delos, K. K. Das,
Phys. Rev. A 86, 013622 (2012)
Scattering by an oscillating barrier: quantum, classical, and semiclassical comparison

http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Byrd_T/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Ivory_M/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Pyle_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Aubin_S/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Mitchell_K/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Delos_J/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Das_K/0/1/0/all/0/1


Sensitivity of Wavepackets:
Fano resonances 

With broad packets quantum 
features can be simulated accurately 
even for time varying potentials

For example, for a single potential 
well with height oscillating with 
frequency ω, there are very narrow 
Fano resonances if the scattering 
leads to a sideband that matches a 
bound state energy

Even those dips  can be resolved 
with broad wavepackets

||0 BEnE −=− ωh

nmwidthWellmeVdepthWellmeV 10044 =−−=−=ωh



Transition to Classical Transport

The wavepacket approach to transport provides an excellent way to probe the 
transition from quantum to classical behavior in scattering dynamics.
Quantum characteristics:

Phase coherence (interference effects)
Tunneling (Resonant tunneling effects
Non-local effects (entanglement)

We can suppress all of these effects:
Entanglement is absent without making an effort anyway
Phase coherence can be suppressed by using spatially narrow wavepackets
Resonant tunneling can be suppressed by using a Gaussian barrier and also 
tunneling in general by using a relatively wider barrier.



Suppressing Phase Coherence
and Resonance effects

Gaussian barrier suppresses resonance effects and spatially narrow 
wavepackets reduces the effects of coherent tunneling as shown 



Time-varying potential:
A Single Barrier turnstile

Now consider a single Gaussian barrier, whose height oscillates periodically
In the quantum scenario, we send in a wavepacket that has narrow width in 
position space.
In the comparable classical scenario, we send in a string of particles with 
position spread and momentum spread same as in the quantum case
The quantum and classical profiles are almost identical



Floquet Theorem

In the quantum picture, the Floquet theorem states that a  particle incident 
with energy E0 on a barrier oscillating with  angular frequency  ω 
will have side bands 
that are uniformly 
spaced in  energy

We can see that in the
momentum space 
probability density of the 
scattered wavepackets

ωhnEEn += 0



Varying the oscillation frequency
But, a convenient way for experiments is based on the following 
consideration:  
In the classical limit, there are no discrete sidebands

If the Floquet side bands are broad compared to the separation between the 
side bands,                   then the side bands will merge

Effectively this is the energy-time uncertainty principle, and can be mapped 
to the position-momentum uncertainty principle equivalent of having 
broader momentum spread and correspondingly narrower spatial spread.

But here we can simply vary the oscillating frequency 

ωh>ΔE



Varying Oscillation Frequency



Quantum-Classical Correlation

Plot of the quantum-classical
correlation clearly shows this



Semiclassical analysis

We are developing a semiclassical approach to analytically map out 
the transition from quantum to classical behavior
Using the semiclassical propagator the final momentum space 
wavefunction is given by:

`````
Here, ρ is the classical density 
S is the action
Here b marks the branches within each cycle
And n index is for the number of cycles that happen 
during passage of the packet.
μbn is the Maslov index



Quantum behavior emerges from 
interference among classical trajectories
Without interference among the trajectories: If the individual trajectories are 
first individually squared and then added, we get the classical distribution

With interference among the trajectories: If the trajectories are first added and 
then squared we get the quantum distribution

Semiclassical with no interference Classical 

Semiclassical with interference: 
Superimposed on Quantum



Surface of sections: Poincare Map

We can do a Poincare map or surface of sections by strobing the evolution
of the classical string of particles



Conclusions
Propagating wavepackets can be used to simulate all types of 
mesoscopic transport phenomena with ultracold atoms 
Counterpropagating wavepackets allow study of transport at a single 
mode level not easily possible with solid state systems

Coherence effects along with nonlinearity for wavepackets of BEC lead 
to novel interference effects with potential applications in force and 
rotation sensing.

The transition from quantum to classical dynamics can be probed with 
wavepacket scattering in both experiments and theory very accurately

Semiclassical analysis combined with wavepacket propagation provide a 
powerful tool to map out both quantum and classical dynamics 
involving very rich behavior that includes chaos.
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Bit of Advertisement for a new kind of Popular Physics book:
The Quantum Guide to Life: 

How The Laws Of Physics Can Explain Our Everyday Lives From Laziness To Love

The Quantum Guide to Life applies the laws of physics to explain 
everything from relationships and human nature to the effects of 
globalization. It makes quantum physics understandable and deeply 
relevant for everyone — even for people with no interest in science.  
(A bit of ‘Physics meets Seinfeld’).  www.quantumguidetolife.com

Available now
in ALL major 
bookstores in the US 
and the UK

Available also 
online at both 
Amazon and 
Barnes & Noble

http://www.quantumguidetolife.com/
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